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Claim No. CL-2019-000604 
IN THE HIGH COURT OF JUSTICE 
BUSINESS AND PROPERTY COURTS OF ENGLAND AND WALES 
COMMERCIAL COURT (QBD) 
FINANCIAL LIST 

BETWEEN: 
BURFORD CAPITAL LIMITED 

Claimant 

- and -

LONDON STOCK EXCHANGE GROUP PLC 

Defendant 

______________________________________________ 

THIRD WITNESS STATEMENT OF 
 RICHARD CHARLES EAST 

______________________________________________ 

I, RICHARD CHARLES EAST, of 90 High Holborn, London WC1V 6LJ, will say as follows: 

Introduction 

1. I am a solicitor of the Senior Courts and a Senior Partner at the firm Quinn Emanuel

Urquhart & Sullivan UK LLP of the above address. I have the conduct of this matter

on behalf of the Claimant, (“Burford”) and I am duly authorised to make this witness

statement on its behalf. This is my third witness statement in these proceedings.

2. Except where I state otherwise, the facts and matters set out in this witness statement

are within my own knowledge and are true. Where the facts and matters are not within

my own knowledge, they are based on instructions, documents and information

supplied to me by Burford and are true to the best of my knowledge, information and
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belief. The accompanying exhibit “RCE3” contains documents to which I refer in this 

witness statement. References in this witness statement to the exhibit take the form 

[RCE3/page number].  

 

3. On 30 September 2019, Burford filed its claim for Norwich Pharmacal relief against 

the Defendant (“LSE”), seeking information that would assist it to identify and obtain 

redress against the ultimate wrongdoers responsible for unlawful market manipulation 

in the trading of Burford shares on 6 and 7 August 2019. The background and basis for 

the claim is set out in my first witness statement dated 27 September 2019, together 

with exhibit RCE1, which included an analysis of trading data by Professor Joshua 

Mitts (“First Mitts Report”). I adopt the definitions and abbreviations in my first 

witness statement. The background to the claim is set out in my first witness statement 

and I do not propose to repeat it herein.  

 
4. On 17 December 2019, the LSE filed its evidence in opposition to the claim. The LSE 

opposes the disclosure of the Information Sought for the reasons set out in the witness 

statements of Denzil Manistre Benedict Jenkins (“Jenkins 1”), Miles Celic (“Celic 1”) 

and Liam James Smith (“Smith 1”). In essence, the LSE puts forward five main reasons 

against disclosure: 

 

4.1 Contrary to the First Mitts Report, the LSE does not believe that there is 

evidence of unlawful trading in Burford’s shares over the relevant period; 

4.2 The Information Sought is confidential and commercially sensitive; 

4.3 Disclosure would be contrary to the public interest; 

4.4 Disclosure would be contrary to the applicable regulatory regime; 

4.5 The Information Sought is not necessary for Burford to obtain redress, and in 

any event goes beyond what is needed. 

 

Evidence of wrongdoing 

5. In the First Mitts Report, Professor Mitts set out his analysis of publically available 

trading data for trading in Burford over the relevant period and why he considered this 

to provide strong evidence of market manipulation through layering and spoofing. 
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6. The LSE’s response to the First Mitts Report is found in Smith 1. Unlike Professor 

Mitts, Mr. Smith is not an independent expert but is an employee of the LSE, which has 

an obvious commercial interest in having the public believe that its markets are 

operated efficiently and without manipulation. Smith 1 identifies a number of alleged 

errors in the First Mitts Report and asserts that the LSE’s own systems and analysis do 

not show any evidence of market manipulation. 

 

7. Professor Mitts has responded to Mr. Smith in Professor Mitts’ report dated 11 February 

2020 (“Second Mitts Report”). As set out in the Second Mitts Report, none of the 

points made by Mr. Smith are material to Professor Mitts’ conclusion, which remains 

that the trading data shows strong evidence of layering and spoofing. To a significant 

extent, Mr. Smith’s criticisms betray either a misunderstanding of the First Mitts 

Report, or an unduly narrow view of what types of trading behaviour are capable of 

constituting market manipulation.  

 

8. Burford has also obtained a report from Mr. Wim Nelen, an experienced market 

practitioner and former FCA employee with a background in regulation and compliance 

(“Nelen Report”). Mr. Nelen addresses, among other things, Mr. Smith’s reliance upon 

the LSE’s automated systems for detecting market abuse and explains why these 

systems are not infallible and cannot necessarily be relied upon to provide an assurance 

that spoofing or layering did or did not take place. Mr. Nelen also agrees that Smith 1 

adopts an overly narrow definition of spoofing and layering and that this may have 

contributed to the failure of the LSE’s systems to identify the layering and spoofing 

evidenced in the First Mitts Report. 

 

9. Burford relies upon the Second Mitts Report and the Nelen Report, in addition to the 

First Mitts Report, as establishing a good arguable case that Burford’s share price was 

subject to market manipulation during the relevant period. 

 
Confidential/commercially sensitive nature of the Information Sought  

10. Burford accepts that the Information Sought includes information that is confidential 

and that may be commercially sensitive. There is nothing unusual in this in the context 

of a Norwich Pharmacal claim: as will be developed in submissions, confidentiality is 

not a bar to disclosure but only a factor going to discretion. Indeed in many cases, the 
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reason for seeking Norwich Pharmacal relief is because confidentiality precludes 

disclosure of the information without a court order. 

 

11. It is relevant, in this respect, to observe that while Mr. Jenkins – another LSE employee 

- places reliance on confidentiality provisions in the Rules of the London Stock 

Exchange (“LSE Rules”) (which governs trading on AIM) and the Turquoise Rule 

Book (which governs trading on Turquoise),1 neither provide for absolute 

confidentiality. 

11.1 Rule 3.5 of the Turquoise Rule Book sets out a number of situations whereby 

Turquoise is not required to treat information received from Members as 

confidential, including where “disclosure is required by law or any tax or 

regulatory authority”.2  

11.2 Similarly, Rule 1214.4 of the LSE Rules of provides that the LSE may disclose 

information and documents under compulsion of law. 3 

11.3 Rule 1214.5 of the LSE Rules further provides that information may be 

disclosed for the purpose of enabling the Exchange to discharge its functions 

having regard in particular to the protection of investors and the maintenance of 

high standards of integrity and fair dealing. 4 

 

12. Traders active on AIM and Turquoise are therefore on notice that there are 

circumstances in which information held by the Exchange, including the Information 

Sought, may be disclosed to third parties, including pursuant to a legal obligation under 

a court order.  

 
13. Mr. Jenkins also relies upon the background to and provisions of the MiFID regime to 

establish that the identity of traders is treated as confidential information under the 

applicable regulatory regime. In particular, he cites material showing that the proposals 

that MiFID provide for publication of the identity of certain traders (“Systematic 

Internalisers”, or “SIs”) were rejected on grounds of confidentiality and commercial 

sensitivity.5 

                                                      
1   Jenkins 1, paragraphs 48 and 49. 
2   Turquoise Rule Book, Rule 3.5.1(ii), RCE3/1-2.  
3   LSE Rules, Rule 1214.4, RCE3/3-4.  
4   LSE Rules, Rule 1214.5, RCE3/3-4.  
5 Jenkins 1, paragraphs 40–45.  
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14. I address the current regulatory position below. It is important to appreciate, however 

that the rejected measures described by Mr. Jenkins concerned proposals that 

information about SIs be immediately made publically available to the market at large.  

 
15. That is quite different from what Burford is seeking, which is (at this stage) for limited 

disclosure of the Information Sought to Burford alone, subject to the usual undertakings 

on Norwich Pharmacal disclosure precluding the use of such information for any 

purpose beyond that for which the disclosure has been ordered.  I should emphasise that 

Burford’s sole intention in seeking the Information Sought is so that (with expert 

assistance) it can analyse the data to identify those traders responsible for the 

manipulation of its share price. To the extent trading data does not indicate 

manipulation, Burford will have no further use for it and there is no question of any 

onward transmission or wider dissemination being needed.  

 
16. In any event, the “after-the-fact” disclosure of a very limited subset of trading 

information to Burford could not possibly have any impact on the way the price of 

securities is formed, nor would it allow market participants to trade based on the 

positions of other market participants, given disclosure of the information would take 

place several months after those positions had been entered into (and executed, if at 

all), and would not be available to the public generally. 

 
17. Moreover, it is open to the Court to make additional provision to ensure that 

confidential information is adequately protected, for example by expressly limiting the 

individuals to whom it can be divulged and requiring Burford to destroy any 

information for which it has no further use.  As a major provider of litigation finance, 

Burford has extensive experience in complying with court orders for the protection of 

confidential and commercially sensitive information.  

 
18. It is only where the data indicates that certain traders were engaged in market 

manipulation that Burford will have any need to make further use of such data. Such 

use would be limited to one or more of the following:  

 

18.1 In formulating a claim against the manipulators; 
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18.2 In providing information to relevant regulators and/or law enforcement bodies 

to enable them to take action against the manipulators; 

18.3 In providing information to other third parties (such as Burford shareholders) in 

order to enable them to bring a claim against the manipulators; 

18.4 To the extent that the Information Sought discloses only the identity of an 

intermediary acting on behalf of an undisclosed principal, to approach the 

intermediary for the identity of the principal. 

 

19. Where traders were engaged in unlawful market manipulation, they can have no 

legitimate expectation of confidentiality. To the extent that traders deny that they were 

engaged in market manipulation, notwithstanding that the trading data indicates 

otherwise, the situation is little different from that in a defended prosecution for market 

manipulation: the question of whether the data and other evidence is sufficient to 

establish market manipulation will be tested in court.  

 

20. Of course it is entirely commonplace that, in the course of court proceedings (both civil 

and criminal) otherwise confidential and/or commercially sensitive information will be 

admitted into evidence at trial or another hearing. The question of whether the 

confidential or sensitive nature of such information is sufficient to overcome the usual 

presumption of open justice will be a matter for the judge hearing the case, and who 

will have the power to order that the hearing proceed in private, to impose reporting 

restrictions and/or such other measures as may be appropriate.  

 
21. Mr. Jenkins’ concern at paragraph 51 of his statement, that “[i]f Burford were to obtain 

the order data and seek to commence claims using the order data…such order data 

could become disclosable in those proceedings. If referred to in open Court in 

proceedings which Burford may seek to bring…any confidentiality in the order data 

would be likely to be lost” is begging the question. As and when Burford (or indeed 

anyone else, including potentially the FCA) brings proceedings against those it believes 

responsible for the manipulation of its share price, that will be the juncture at which 

issues of confidentiality and open justice will need to be weighed by the Court. The 

LSE will, of course, be free to intervene in such proceedings if it considers that its 

interests would be damaged by such disclosures, as will any others whose confidential 

information is involved. 
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22. I, therefore, do not accept that the prospect that disclosure of the Information Sought to 

Burford pursuant to the Court’s Norwich Pharmacal jurisdiction may lead to some of 

this information becoming public in the course of future litigation provides any 

compelling reason to refuse such disclosure. To refuse disclosure on such a basis would 

prejudge a decision properly to be taken in the course of any such future litigation.  

 

Public interest and disclosure 

23. The LSE suggests in its evidence that ordering disclosure of the Information Sought 

would be contrary to the public interest on the basis that it would reduce the 

attractiveness of UK financial markets. In particular, Mr. Jenkins raises the possibility 

that such information could be used to reverse engineer algorithmic trading strategies 

and that traders might choose not to trade on UK markets at all rather than risk this.6 

 

24. The LSE is, of course, hardly a disinterested party in this respect: it operates the two 

main equity markets in the UK, and it cannot be assumed that its commercial interests 

coincide with the wider public interest. 

 

25. Mr. Nelen, who has recent commercial experience as a senior manager at algorithmic 

trading firms, does not share Mr. Jenkins’ concerns as to the impact of ordering 

disclosure on the UK markets.7 But in any event, this argument is nothing more than 

another way of saying that the Information Sought is confidential and commercially 

sensitive, and the answer to it is the same as I have set out above: Burford’s ability to 

use the Information Sought is subject to control by the Court and there is no a priori 

reason why the legitimate interests of the traders whose data is concerned cannot be 

protected by appropriate orders for the preservation of confidentiality.   

 
26. Mr. Jenkins also repeatedly refers to the disclosure sought by Burford as involving 

disclosure to a “market participant”. That is not accurate. Burford is an issuer: its shares 

are listed on AIM and can be traded on AIM and Turquoise. Burford does not run a 

trading business and is not an active trader of securities; its principal participation in 

                                                      
6 Jenkins 1, paragraphs 105-108. 
7 Nelen Report, paragraphs 61-64. 
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the market is as an issuer. Burford has no interest in learning about traders’ proprietary 

strategies save where these strategies involve breaking the law.  

 
27. Mr. Jenkins’ evidence (at paragraph 110) acknowledges that the Court could make 

orders to protect the confidentiality of the Information Sought but asserts that these 

“would not (or at the very least there is a serious risk that it may not) in my view alter 

the market’s perception that UK trading venues could not guarantee confidentiality of 

orders and transactions”.  

 
28. It thus appears that Mr. Jenkins is asking the Court to refuse to grant disclosure of the 

Information Sought not because of any genuine concern that the confidentiality of such 

information could not be protected, but because he is concerned that traders may 

nonetheless shy away from trading on UK markets (including the LSE’s markets) on 

the basis of an erroneous understanding as to the nature and effect of the Norwich 

Pharmacal jurisdiction. That concern appears questionable given that (as I note below), 

traders appear content to trade on US markets notwithstanding the risk of court-ordered 

disclosure. But in any event, I do not see how this can be a proper basis to oppose 

disclosure.  

 
29. The LSE has also adduced a witness statement from Miles Celic, Chief Executive of 

TheCityUK, a ten-year-old lobby group described by Mr. Celic as “the industry-led 

body representing UK-based financial and related professional services”.8 It is notable 

that Mr. Celic’s evidence does not support numerous of the points made by Mr. Jenkins: 

for example, Mr. Celic makes no reference to any risk of the Information Sought being 

used to reverse-engineer trading algorithms. However, like Mr. Jenkins, Mr. Celic 

expresses concern that ordering disclosure in the present case “may cause concern to 

market participants and potentially incentivise them to trade on non-UK trading venues 

in order to preserve confidentiality”.9 Mr. Celic’s concern is said to arise on the basis 

that if victims of market abuse were able to obtain disclosure of trading information, 

rather than simply relying on the FCA, this would “be reducing the protections that 

market participants have from unwarranted disclosure, and from unjustified 

accusations or vexatious actions” and that “if LSE were required to disclose the 

identity of market participants placing orders to Burford, similar claims would be 

                                                      
8 Celic 1, paragraph 2. 
9 Celic 1, paragraph 10. 
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issued against UK trading venues by issuers seeking to justify why their share price is 

not where they consider it should be”.10  

 
30. The short answer to this point is that the Norwich Pharmacal jurisdiction can only be 

exercised if the Court finds that there is a good arguable case of wrongdoing, and is 

further subject to the discretion of the Court. Unmeritorious or vexatious claims for 

disclosure will no doubt be given short shrift by the Court.  

 
31. In any case, I consider that Mr. Jenkins and Mr. Celic substantially overstate the risk 

that market participants will trade elsewhere if the Information Sought is disclosed. 

Market participants who engage in legitimate trading have nothing to fear from this sort 

of limited disclosure order, and no doubt, the inevitable publicity of this case may also 

operate as a further disincentive to dishonest market participants from participating in 

unlawful manipulation.  Furthermore, allowing Burford access to the Information 

Sought would do no more than bring the UK into line with the position existing in the 

United States (“US”), the home of the world’s largest and most liquid trading markets.  

 
32. As set out in the witness statement of my colleague Corey Worcester dated 11 February 

2020 (“Worcester 1”), in the USA there is a well-established private right of action for 

market manipulation, quite independent of regulatory action, as part of which aggrieved 

market participants may seek disclosure from an exchange of information including as 

to the identity of traders.11 The US Federal Courts have expressly held that 

confidentiality and commercial sensitivity are not grounds for withholding disclosure 

of the identity of traders.12 This does not prevent the US stock market from functioning, 

and if anything, complements the regulatory regime and strengthens the trust that 

individual investors have in the operation of the market as a whole.   

 
33. Mr. Celic is therefore simply wrong to assert (as he does at paragraph 8 of his witness 

statement) that “no major trading platform in any country in the world provides the 

identity of market participants, except to relevant legal and regulatory bodies”. As for 

Mr. Jenkins, his description of the order sought by Burford as “unprecedented in the 

context of a UK and European exchange” (at paragraph 61 of Jenkins 1) appears to be 

                                                      
10 Celic 1, paragraphs 9 and 12. 
11 Worcester 1, paragraph 8. 
12 Worcester 1, paragraph 9-13. 
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carefully worded. The existence of a remedy in the US for aggrieved market 

participants to obtain the identities of market abusers from the exchange demonstrates 

that there is no real danger to the operation of UK markets were a similar right available 

here. 

 
34. Mr. Jenkins and Mr. Celic both fail to acknowledge the countervailing risk of market 

participants avoiding jurisdictions perceived as having weaker protections from  market 

manipulators, including by making it more difficult for the victims of manipulation to 

seek redress. It is notable that Mr. Jenkins’ evidence focuses only on the interests of 

high-frequency, algorithmic traders. That is very different from the interests of 

individual, long-term investors. I exhibit at [RCE3/5-7] a letter from ShareSoc and the 

UK Shareholders Association (“UKSA”) to Burford in support of the claim. Sharesoc 

and UKSA are respected, not-for-profit membership organisations representing the 

interests of private investors in the UK. Many of their members are or were investors 

in Burford who suffered significant losses as a result of the events of 6 and 7 August 

2019: in particular, many had issued their brokers with standing “stop loss” orders to 

sell if the price fell below a certain level and so can be considered direct victims of the 

unlawful market manipulation of Burford’s share price (if established as a cause of the 

price fall).  

 
35. Far from being concerned that disclosure of the Information Sought would negatively 

affect the operation of UK financial markets, the views of ShareSoc and UKSA are that 

it would contribute to improving confidence in the transparency of UK markets and 

promote participation by private investors. In particular, as set out in the letter:13 

 
35.1 “There is, unfortunately, a widespread belief among investors that there is little 

appetite by regulators to investigate allegations of wrongdoing on the AIM 
market.” An online poll indicated that 99% of respondents lacked confidence 
that the LSE and the FCA would investigate suspicious trading on AIM.14 
 

35.2 “If Burford does not receive the information it seeks, the perception of private 
investors is likely to be that the preference of the authorities is to ignore, rather 
than investigate, market manipulation. That will be highly damaging to the trust 
and confidence that ShareSoc, UKSA and their members have in the integrity 
of the UK capital markets, and in particular in the LSE and AIM.” 

 

                                                      
13   RCE3/5-7. 
14   RCE3/8. 
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35.3 “In our view, this case presents a rare opportunity to rebuild trust in the UK 
capital markets. Based on my discussions with our members and directors, we 
have confidence that Burford is both motivated and sufficiently resourced to 
investigate the evidence of market manipulation thoroughly. It may be that, 
having done so, Burford is unable to prove a case of market manipulation to the 
satisfaction of the court. But investors would at least have confidence that the 
matter has not been ignored.” 

 
36. A further point to make in relation to Mr. Jenkins’ evidence is that the LSE is not a 

regulator and does not act in the public interest. It is a listed company that exists to 

make a profit for its shareholders. An important source of revenue for the LSE is trading 

service fees, i.e., fees paid by traders to submit orders to the exchange,15 in addition to 

membership fees paid by brokers to access the exchange.16 The LSE thus has a financial 

interest in encouraging a high level of trading on its exchanges, whether or not such 

trading is in the interests of the UK financial market system as a whole.   

 

37. The FCA, by contrast, is mandated by Parliament with the strategic objective of 

“ensuring that the relevant markets…function well”, where “relevant markets” is 

defined to include the financial markets.17 As part of this, the FCA acknowledges that 

it is critical for the functioning of the UK financial markets that it be kept free of 

manipulation: “Ultimately, the test of a clean market is one that has efficient and 

effective price formation and provides a venue that attracts those seeking to raise or 

invest capital, because its behaviour is reliable and trusted by all parties. Market abuse, 

in all its forms, impacts the smooth operation of our markets by adding cost or reducing 

returns for participants and ultimately eroding trust in the UK markets.”18 

 
38. I note that while the FCA has engaged with Burford on the question of whether there is 

evidence to support market manipulation (as discussed below), nowhere in its 

correspondence does the FCA suggest that Burford’s actions in seeking disclosure 

under the Norwich Pharmacal jurisdiction threaten the functioning of the UK financial 

markets. 

 

                                                      
15 LSE Trading Services Price List, RCE3/9-20. 
16 LSE Membership Price List, RCE3/21-24. 
17 Sections 1B(2) and 1F of the Financial Services & Markets Act 2000, RCE3/25-27. 
18 FCA ‘Effective compliance with the Market Abuse Regulation – a state of mind’, RCE3/28-34.  
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Relevance of the regulatory regime governing trading data and market manipulation 

39. The position of the LSE, as set out by Mr. Jenkins at paragraph 10 of his witness 

statement, is that disclosure of the Information Sought would be “contrary to the 

principles and protections enshrined in the legal and regulatory regime” and that the 

appropriate course of conduct is for Burford to wait for the FCA to bring proceedings 

for market manipulation prior to making any civil claims. 

 

40. In advancing this position, Mr. Jenkins seeks to portray the Information Sought as 

having been collected by the LSE solely for regulatory purposes (see paragraphs 33-36 

of Jenkins 1). In particular, at paragraph 36, Mr. Jenkins states that the Information 

Sought by Burford “constitutes the RTS 24 data which LSE and Turquoise are required 

to gather and hold (including the identities of market participants placing orders) for 

onward transmission to the FCA”.   

 

41. That is not correct. The Information Sought, as described at paragraph 75 of my first 

Witness Statement, comprises 13 different items of data representing the key trading 

information for each order to buy or sell Burford shares received on the LSE’s trading 

platforms over the Relevant Period, for example the time price, currency, quantity, 

venue of execution and identity of the trader. It is absurd to suggest that such 

information is received by the LSE solely pursuant to its regulatory obligations. It is 

the basic commercial information required to be able to act on an order. That is not 

altered by the fact that the LSE may also be under a regulatory obligation to maintain 

records of this information and supply it to the FCA. Further, the Information Sought 

represents only a small subset of the 51 different items of information that the LSE is 

required to maintain in relation to each order under RTS 24.   

 
42. This is a significant distinction because the “protections enshrined in the legal and 

regulatory regime” to which Mr. Jenkins refers at paragraph 10 arise specifically in the 

context of information received pursuant to regulatory obligations. In particular, Article 

76 of MiFID II, entitled “Professional Secrecy”, makes express provision limiting the 

use and disclosure of confidential information received pursuant to MiFID II and 

MiFIR.19  

 

                                                      
19 RCE3/35-36. 
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43. At paragraph 47 of Jenkins 1, Mr. Jenkins cites Article 76(1) of MiFID II in support of 

the LSE’s position. This provision precludes employees of competent authorities (such 

as the FCA) from divulging any confidential information received in the course of their 

duties, albeit “without prejudice to requirements of national criminal or taxation law” 

or the other provisions of MiFID II/MiFIR. It does not however apply to the LSE, which 

is not a “competent authority” under MiFID II.20 

 
44. The relevant provision for the LSE is rather Article 76(3) of MiFID II, which governs 

the use of confidential information received “pursuant to” MiFID II or MiFIR by 

“natural or legal persons other than competent authorities”.21 Significantly, Mr. 

Jenkins makes no mention of this provision. Had he considered that it operated as a bar 

to the LSE disclosing the Information Sought, he would no doubt have said so. As will 

be developed in submissions (if necessary), Mr. Jenkins was right not to rely on Article 

76(3), including for the reason that (as I have explained above) the Information Sought 

was not received by the LSE pursuant to any regulatory obligation, but as part of its 

commercial activity as the operator of a trading venue. 

 
45. As for Mr. Jenkins’ references to disclosure obligations under the Short Selling 

Regulations and the DTR,22 these have nothing to do with trading data and I do not see 

how they are relevant to Burford’s claim. 

 

46. Despite the extensive exegesis given by Mr. Jenkins as to the regulatory background, 

he is unable to identify a single provision preventing the LSE from providing disclosure 

of the Information Sought. On the contrary, such limits on disclosure as the regulatory 

regime does impose do not apply to the present situation. I am therefore unable to accept 

that there is any contradiction or incompatibility between the regulatory regime under 

MiFID II governing the protection of trading data, and Burford’s actions in seeking 

disclosure of the Information Sought pursuant to the Court’s Norwich Pharmacal 

jurisdiction. 

 
 

47. Mr. Jenkins further asserts, at paragraphs 62 and 63 of Jenkins 1, that “[o]rdinarily, 

                                                      
20 RCE3/35-36. 
21 RCE3/35-36. 
22 Jenkins 1, from paragraph 55. 
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any subject of market abuse would become aware of the identities of any wrongful or 

potentially wrongful actors at the conclusion of the FCA’s formal investigation, and 

civil proceedings could then follow”, before going on to allege that “Burford has sought 

to circumvent that regime without any proper justification for doing so”. 

48. With all due respect to Mr. Jenkins, he appears to have misunderstood fundamentally

both the nature of Norwich Pharmacal relief and the relationship between private rights

of action and regulatory wrongs.

49. First, as will be developed in submissions, it is well established that Norwich

Pharmacal relief can be used to assist victims of wrongdoing to obtain redress through

regulatory and/or prosecutorial action. While Burford has sought to engage with the

FCA, to date the FCA has refused to take any action. For the reasons given below and

from paragraph 57 of the Second Mitts Report, Burford considers that the FCA’s

approach to be erroneous.  Burford requires the Information Sought so that it can

complete its analysis and demonstrate to the FCA’s satisfaction that market

manipulation has taken place and that the traders responsible should be prosecuted. Far

from seeking to circumvent the regulatory regime, Burford is seeking to support it.

50. Second, there is in general no obligation on a party to await the initiation, let alone

outcome, of a regulatory procedure before taking action to enforce their private law

rights. A victim of clinical negligence does not need to wait for the General Medical

Council to make a malpractice finding before bringing a claim. Nothing in the LSE’s

evidence explains why Burford should have to await the outcome of any regulatory

action by the FCA before taking action to enforce its private law rights, whether by way

of a claim for damages and/or an injunction to restrain future breaches.

51. I note that nowhere in the LSE’s evidence is it suggested that market manipulation, if

established, would not give rise to a private right of action by Burford against the

manipulators. The availability of private rights of action reinforces the regulatory

regime against market abuse, which is premised on the need to improve the detection

of manipulation and ensure the accountability of manipulators.23 Unlawful market

manipulation will be more effectively deterred if manipulators are held accountable not

23 MAR, Recital 4, RCE3/37-38; FCA ‘Enhancing Market Integrity’. RCE3/39-40. 
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just to the regulator, but to the parties who are the victims of such manipulation and 

which are empowered to investigate and seek redress.  

 
52. I am informed by Christopher Bogart, Chief Executive Officer of Burford, that the 

dramatic fall in Burford’s share price in excess of £1 Billion during the relevant time 

has caused significant loss to both Burford (as well as its shareholders) in that, inter 

alia: (1) the share price decline of that magnitude has eroded investor confidence, 

reduced the ability of the company to access the equity markets, and has led to massive 

amounts of management time being incurred to address the short attack and its 

aftermath; (2) there has likely been an increase in Burford’s cost of debt given the 

trading performance of its bonds since the short attack; (3) Burford’s employees’ 

unhappiness with the share price has required Burford to provide further compensation 

to those employees beyond their shares; and (4) Burford has incurred legal costs as a 

result of lawsuits prompted by the fall in Burford’s share price.  

 
53. Third, Burford is entitled to bring a private prosecution in respect of the manipulators’ 

breach of the Fraud Act 2006.24 I am instructed that Burford is considering doing so if 

it can obtain data sufficient to identify the manipulators of its shares. Where a party 

brings a private prosecution, Parliament has expressly entrusted the Director of Public 

Prosecutions (“DPP”) with the power to intervene and, in an appropriate case, halt the 

prosecution.25 It is thus properly for the DPP to determine whether a private prosecution 

would amount to circumvention of the statutory regime and (if so) whether this was a 

reason to stop it from going ahead. I respectfully suggest that it would not be 

appropriate for this Court to, in effect, pre-empt that decision by refusing disclosure of 

the Information Sought on grounds of such alleged “circumvention”, as the LSE has 

proposed. 

 
54. In addition, there is no technical justification to oppose the possibility of private 

enforcement action. Burford has available to it the required technical expertise to 

identify suspected market manipulation. As is outlined at paragraphs 14-16 of the 

Second Mitts Report and discussed in the Lek Securities case, evidence of spoofing 

and layering involves a scientific examination of the data by a qualified expert. 

Provided that Burford is given access to the necessary data, there is no reason why it 

                                                      
24 Private prosecutions for offences under Part 7 FSA are excluded by s.401 of FSMA, RCE3/41-43. 
25 The CPS has issued guidance on when the DPP will apply to stop a private prosecution, RCE3/44-58. 
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should be any less capable of identifying market manipulation than either the LSE or 

the FCA.  

 

55. Further as a public body responsible for overseeing the UK financial markets as a 

whole, the FCA will necessarily be limited in the resources it can devote to detecting 

and investigating manipulation of a single stock, whereas Burford is willing to expend 

the cost and effort that it will take to identify and pursue those responsible for the 

unlawful manipulation of its share price. I refer again to the correspondence from 

ShareSoc and UKSA in which they express “confidence that Burford is both motivated 

and sufficiently resourced to investigate the evidence of market manipulation 

thoroughly” and that disclosure of the Information Sought means that “investors would 

at least have confidence that the matter has not been ignored [and] have the further 

benefit of allowing the suspected wrongdoing to be investigated by someone with “skin 

in the game”.26 

 
The FCA’s Position 

56. As noted above, Burford has sought to engage with the FCA. As part of this, on 27 

September 2019 Burford provided the FCA with a copy of the First Mitts Report. The 

FCA’s response, by letter dated 13 November 2019 (“First FCA Letter”), was that it 

had not found evidence of market manipulation and that it considered the fall in 

Burford’s share price over 6 and 7 August 2019 to be the result of trading following the 

Muddy Waters tweets and report.27  

 

57. While the First FCA Letter refers to the FCA having “considered” and “carried out a 

review” of trading data, it gave no information as to how comprehensive a review it 

had performed, or the type of analysis or the methodology employed.  The First FCA 

Letter also made a number of high-level criticisms of the First Mitts Report. 

 

58. Burford responded to the First FCA Letter on 18 November 2019.28 The response 

effectively answered the FCA’s criticisms of the First Mitts Report, including 

identifying that the FCA appeared to have made a basic legal error in treating only 

                                                      
26   RCE3/5-7. 
27   RCE3/59-62. 
28   RCE3/63-71. 
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cancelled (as opposed to amended) orders as having the potential to be manipulative, 

and had ignored the safeguards and controls applied by Professor Mitts to adjust for the 

effects of rapid price changes on legitimate trading activity. Burford’s response also 

invited the FCA to share details of its analysis and invited the FCA to engage directly 

with Professor Mitts. 

59. Professor Mitts subsequently spoke with the FCA on 27 November 2019, following

which Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer LLP (“Freshfields”), on behalf of Burford,

wrote again to the FCA on 9 December and 20 December 2019 with a number of

questions and further analysis from Professor Mitts.29 The FCA responded to

Freshfields on 2 January 2020 (“Second FCA Letter”) restating its position that it had

not found evidence that the fall in Burford’s share price on 6 and 7 August 2019 was

the result of market abuse.30 Again, the FCA did not provide any details of its analysis

that would enable Burford (or Professor Mitts) to understand how this conclusion was

reached.

60. Professor Mitts has addressed the FCA’s criticisms of the First Mitts Report at

paragraphs 57-64 of the Second Mitts Report. For the reasons he gives, nothing the

FCA has said alters his conclusions that the available data shows strong evidence that

Burford has been the victim of market manipulation.

61. Mr. Jenkins (whose witness statement predates the Second FCA Letter) relies on the

FCA’s conclusions in the First FCA Letter as a basis for opposing disclosure of the

Information Sought. At paragraph 70, Mr. Jenkins opines that “the fact that the FCA

has reviewed the conduct and has concluded that there is no evidence of spoofing and

layering is obviously highly significant” and at paragraph 71 that it “would not in my

view be appropriate or necessary for Burford to seek to require LSE to disclose data to

it, in circumstances where the FCA already has access to all of LSE’s data and Burford

is engaging directly with the FCA.”

62. The FCA is not a party to these proceedings and has not sought to intervene, although

it is well aware of them and could have done so. The FCA has not provided Burford

29   RCE3/72-76. 
30   RCE3/77-79. 
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with the analysis underlying its conclusions and there is no evidence before the Court 

of how they were reached. I therefore disagree with Mr. Jenkins that it is “highly 

significant” that the FCA has reached a different conclusion to Professor Mitts. The 

Court must decide, on the evidence before it, whether there is a good arguable case that 

Burford’s shares were the subject of market manipulation. The only full analysis of the 

trading data in evidence before the Court is that of Professor Mitts. 

 
63. In any event, Burford’s dialogue with the FCA remains ongoing and is not at issue in 

these proceedings. Burford is hopeful that the Information Sought, coupled with 

additional analysis from Professor Mitts, will lead to an FCA investigation and 

prosecution for market manipulation, but Burford is prepared to pursue civil remedies 

for the protection of its own interests and those of its shareholders regardless of the 

FCA’s position. 

 

Muddy Waters 

64. A further ground for opposing disclosure put forward by Mr. Jenkins is the assertion 

that Burford is already in a position to bring an action against Muddy Waters,31 and 

therefore the Information Sought is not necessary. 

 

65. In my first witness statement, I explained that the fall in Burford’s shares over 6 and 7 

August 2019 coincided with a short attack by Muddy Waters. As I explained, the fall 

in Burford’s share price began even before Muddy Waters had identified Burford as its 

target, while Professor Mitts observed an “extraordinary episode” of order 

cancellations in the six minutes preceding Muddy Water’s second tweet on 7 August 

2019.32 I observed that this was not only strong evidence of market manipulation taking 

place, but suggested that it had been coordinated with Muddy Waters. 

 

66. This remains my view, and that of Burford. The coincidence in timing between the 7 

August Tweet and the evidence of market manipulation in the minutes leading up to it 

suggests that whoever was responsible for this particular episode of manipulation had 

prior knowledge of the timing and target of the 7 August Tweet.  

 

                                                      
31   See Jenkins 1, paragraphs 10, 11(a)(i), 88, 93, 98. 
32   First Witness Statement of Richard Charles East, paragraph 47. 
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67. Such a coincidence does not, however, provide a proper basis for Burford to bring any

claim against Muddy Waters in relation to the market manipulation immediately

preceding the 7 August Tweet, let alone manipulation at other times (which may or may

not involve the same actors). I note that Mr. Jenkins does not proffer any suggestions

as to what action Burford could bring against Muddy Waters.

68. To be clear, Burford’s purpose in bringing these proceedings is to enable it take action

against all those responsible for the manipulation of its shares, regardless of whether

some of those manipulators acted in coordination with Muddy Waters. If, in the course

of such action, information becomes available to substantiate that Muddy Waters

played a role in such manipulation, then Burford will not hesitate to take action against

Muddy Waters. But equally if no such information comes to light, that does not affect

Burford’s right to seek redress from the manipulators or its intention to do so.

69. Mr. Jenkins also asserts (at paragraph 88 of Jenkins 1) that Burford could, even without

bringing a claim, seek disclosure from Muddy Waters. It is not clear to me if Mr.

Jenkins is suggesting that Burford should have sought pre-action disclosure from

Muddy Waters or that Muddy Waters should have been the target of Burford’s Norwich

Pharmacal application. In either case, Mr. Jenkins does not explain on what basis he

considers such a course of action would be available to Burford. In this respect I note

that, in addition to the other difficulties in Burford taking action against Muddy Waters

on the basis of the information presently available, there is the added obstacle that

Muddy Waters does not (so far as Burford can ascertain) appear to have a presence

within the jurisdiction. It is my understanding that Norwich Pharmacal relief is not

available against parties outside the jurisdiction.33

70. Further, Muddy Waters plainly would not have access to the Information Sought. Even

if there was a proper basis to seek disclosure from Muddy Waters, at most such

disclosure would reveal only the identities of those manipulators (if any) who

coordinated with Muddy Waters (and only if such coordination was evidenced by

documents in the possession of Muddy Waters). It would not put Burford in a position

to identify all the traders responsible for manipulation of its shares over the Relevant

Period. In any case, it is not an answer to a claim for Norwich Pharmacal relief that

33 AB Bank Ltd v Abu Dhabi Commercial Bank PJSC [2016] EWHC 2082 (Comm). 
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disclosure could be sought from another party. If more than one party appears to be in 

possession of information that would enable Burford to identify the ultimate 

wrongdoers responsible for manipulating its shares, it is for Burford to choose which 

to proceed against.   

Scope of Information Sought 

71. At paragraphs 99-100 of Jenkins 1, Mr. Jenkins complains that the scope of the

Information Sought goes beyond what is required in that it extends to the entire order

book for Burford shares over the Relevant Period, rather than being limited to those

trades identified in the First Mitts Report as being suspicious.

72. Professor Mitts explains at paragraphs 65-71 of the Second Mitts Report why he

requires the full order book in order to identify all instances of market manipulation.

The variety of forms that spoofing and layering can take mean that it is not possible, on

the basis of anonymised data, to identify all the individual trades potentially involving

market manipulation. For example, without access to the full order book it would not

be possible to identify individual trades involved in spoofing of the kind seen in the Da

Vinci case.

73. Mr. Jenkins also makes the point (at paragraph 96(a) of Jenkins 1) that, where trading

takes place through intermediaries, the LSE may not hold information on the underlying

clients responsible for placing orders for Burford stock. As Mr. Jenkins observes at

paragraph 98, it may be necessary for Burford to bring further Norwich Pharmacal

claims against the intermediaries to obtain the identity of the underlying clients.

74. As I explained in my first witness statement, the possibility of subsequent Norwich

Pharmacal applications was anticipated by Burford. Mr. Jenkins notes that this “could

in turn take a significant amount of time”.34

75. It is, of course, only if the Court grants the present application that (following provision

of the Information Sought) Burford would be in a position to bring such applications.

Given that the issues arising on such applications would be, in substance, identical to

those arising on the present application – the only difference being the identity of the

34   Jenkins 1, paragraph 98. 
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respondent and the more limited scope of the information being sought – I believe it is 

likely that such further applications would not be opposed or, if they were opposed, that 

such opposition could be dealt with summarily. I do not, therefore, agree that any need 

for further Norwich Pharmacal applications would require a “significant amount of 

time”. Nor do I understand why this should be relevant: Burford has, at a minimum, 6 

years from the date of the alleged manipulation to identify the wrongdoers and bring its 

claims.  

76. Further, Mr. Jenkins’ evidence appears to directly contradict that of Mr. Smith, whose

criticisms of the First Mitts Report are premised upon the LSE having access to the

identity of the clients responsible for individual orders.

77. For example, at paragraph 62 of Smith 1, Mr. Smith criticises Tables 2 and 3 of the

First Mitts Report  (which set out a number of potentially manipulative cancelled

orders) on the basis that  “the order history and the identity of the placer of the order

is not visible to Professor Mitts. That means he cannot know, for example, that a

particular amendment is made by a principal trading participant attempting to sell their

long position acquired earlier in the day. Nor would he be able to see that a sequence

of amendments relates to the same order placed by the same participant, or see whether

they ultimately conclude in execution. With that kind of context, one can see that all of

the order amendments were part of legitimate trading strategies…”  Yet at paragraph

98 of Jenkins 1, it is said that “[a]s LSE does not see the whole chain behind a member

firm placing an order, the precise numbers of end entities involved in placing an order

is not known to LSE”.

78. It would thus appear that Mr. Smith is in no better position than Professor Mitts to

determine whether or not a sequence of order amendments shows evidence of

manipulation. This demonstrates the importance of Burford being provided with not

only the Information Sought but, in due course, information as to the underlying clients

of the LSE’s member firms responsible for placing orders, in order to be able to

ascertain which orders were manipulative and who is responsible for them.

Other points made by Mr. Jenkins and Mr. Celic 

79. At paragraph 27 of Jenkins 1, Mr. Jenkins asserts that the FCA has “spent millions of

pounds in developing its surveillance software” to identify market abuse and track



trading across different venues. However, Mr. Jenkins does not cite any source for this 

statement. He has never worked at the FCA. He formerly worked at the FSA but left in 

2008. It is therefore unelear on what basis Mr. Jenkins feels able to comment on the 

FCA’s abilities to traek and traee market abuse.

At paragraphs 5 to 9 of his witness statement, Mr. Celie refers to the regulatory regime 

under MiFID II and to the role of the FCA, including how the FCA approaehes cases 

of potential market abuse. I note that Mr. Celic does not elaim to have any relevant 

baekground from working at the FCA or another regulator and it is not clear on what 

basis he feels able to give such evidence.

80.

Conclusion
For the reasons set out above and in my first witness statement, I respeetfully request 

that the Court grants the order sought.
81.

Statement of Truth
I believe that the faets stated in this witness statement are true.

n/
^ ■

tSigned:
Richard Charles East

11 February 2020Date:
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